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Abstract Accurate estimation of the spatiotemporal variations of solar radiation is crucial for assessing
and utilizing solar energy, one of the fastest‐growing and most important clean and renewable resources.
Based on observations from 2,379 meteorological stations along with scare solar radiation observations, the
random forest (RF) model is employed to construct a high‐density network of daily global solar radiation
(DGSR) and its spatiotemporal variations in China. The RF‐estimated DGSR is in good agreement with
site observations across China, with an overall correlation coefficient (R) of 0.95, root‐mean‐square error of
2.34 MJ/m2, and mean bias of −0.04 MJ/m2. The geographical distributions of R values, root‐mean‐square
error, and mean bias values indicate that the RF model has high predictive performance in estimating
DGSR under different climatic and geographic conditions across China. The RF model further reveals that
daily sunshine duration, daily maximum land surface temperature, and day of year play dominant
roles in determining DGSR across China. In addition, compared with other models, the RF model exhibits a
more accurate estimation performance for DGSR. Using the RF model framework at the national scale
allows the establishment of a high‐resolution DGSR network, which can not only be used to effectively
evaluate the long‐term change in solar radiation but also serve as a potential resource to rationally
and continually utilize solar energy.
1. Introduction
Daily global solar radiation (DGSR), as the major energy source of the Earth, plays a key role in the terres-
trial radiation balance, energy exchange, hydrological cycle, photosynthesis, and the formation of weather
and climate (Cooter & Dhakhwa, 1996; Cline et al., 1998; Hoogenboom, 2000; Power, 2001; Pohlert, 2004;
Wild, 2009). DGSR is also crucial for the utilization of solar energy through transformation of technologies
(Wu et al., 2012, 2016; Tang et al., 2018; Prăvălie et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2019). In recent years, there has been
an aggravation of air pollution in China induced by massive fossil fuel consumption and emissions coincid-
ing with unfavorable weather conditions (Guo et al., 2016, 2019; Lou et al., 2019; Yang, et al., 2018; Yang, Ye,
et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2019). On the one hand, this has significantly modulated the change in surface solar
radiation (Che et al., 2005; Guo et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2012, 2013; Wang & Wild, 2016; Zheng et al., 2018;
He & Wang, 2020; Yang et al., 2020), while on the other hand, it has led to solar radiation becoming one of
the fastest‐growing and important sources of clean and renewable energy. Therefore, solar radiation is a
topic that has attracted broad and increasing attention in China (Che et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2016; Li et
al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016; Song et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2016, 2018; Liu et al., 2019; He & Wang et al.,
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2020). Meanwhile, DGSR data are urgently needed for designing and evaluating solar energy technologies,
not only in China but also in many other regions of the world (Yang et al., 2001, 2006; Wang et al., 2015; Zou
et al., 2019; Prăvălie et al., 2019).
However, to date, field observations have been insufficient and solar radiation monitoring stations are dis-
tributed unevenly and sparsely across the globe, meaning high‐spatial‐resolution and high‐density DGSR
information still remains limited. Besides, high uncertainty also exists in the estimation of solar radiation
received at the Earth's surface, mainly due to the influences of astronomical, meteorological, and regional
factors (Che et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2013, 2014; Wang & Wild, 2016; Liu et al., 2019; He
& Wang, 2020; Yang et al., 2020). Therefore, a reliable and high‐density DGSR observational network and
information on the spatiotemporal distribution of surface solar radiation are an ongoing core issue in energy
studies (Jiang, 2009b; Wang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Assouline et al., 2018; Halabi et al., 2018, Qin
et al., 2019). In China, only 97 solar radiation monitoring stations have been established on the mainland,
and they are unevenly and sparsely distributed across the region (Tang et al., 2011). In addition, advances
in solar radiation instrumentation and the relocation of stations have resulted in a lack of long‐term and con-
tinuous solar radiation data sets in most parts of China. This limitation seriously hinders the evaluation of
solar energy resources in China, leading to gaps in scientific research and engineering applications ( Yang
et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2018).
To obtain a longer and more detailed data set of DGSR in China, previous studies have made great
efforts to estimate DGSR from surface meteorological observations using various methods, such as the
traditional empirical formula and artificial neural network methods (Jiang et al., 2009a; Huang et al.,
2011; Qin et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2010, 2013, 2016; Sun et al.,
2016; Li et al., 2017). Using these methods, however, the importance of input variables for estimating
DGSR could not be identified objectively and automatically. In addition, although these empirical mod-
els might be simply established, their input variables are scare, and their regression coefficients usually
vary with time and space (Sun et al., 2016). These methods also depend in particular on the time span
of the radiation observation data with the climate background, making them unsuitable for DGSR esti-
mation at the national scale. To address the issues with the empirical formula model, by using an arti-
ficial neural network method with a hybrid model (Yang et al., 2001), Tang et al. (2013) attempted to
produce an estimated DGSR data set across China. However, since data from only 716 meteorological
stations were used in their study, their estimated DGSR exhibited large spatial discontinuity. Thus, an
in‐depth understanding of the distribution and intensity levels of DGSR remains limited and warrants
further investigation. As there are 2,474 meteorological stations across China, a more accurate and more
robust DGSR network derived from this high‐density meteorological data set should be constructed, and
the spatial features of DGSR over China should be examined in more detail.
Based on a high‐density ground‐based meteorological observation data set, we use the random forest (RF)
model, a popular and highly flexible machine learning algorithm that can identify variable importance
(Wang et al., 2019; Yang, Ye, et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2019), to construct a high‐density DGSR network and esti-
mate the spatiotemporal distributions of DGSR across China. Following this introduction, the solar radiation
and meteorological observation data sets are introduced in section 2. Section 3 explains in detail the flow of
the RFmodeling for DGSR estimation and variable selection. The results with respect to model performance,
importance of variables, and spatial distributions of DGSR are presented and discussed in section 4. Section 5
discusses and concludes the study.
2. Data
2.1. Solar Radiation Data
The DGSR measurements used in this study are from the National Meteorological Information Center,
China Meteorological Administration. The data set contains daily mean global solar radiation, diffuse solar
radiation, and horizontal direct solar radiation from 130 stations (including replacement stations) in main-
land China from May 1957. However, the radiation instruments were updated around 1993, and some sta-
tions subsequently stopped measuring DGSR. Currently, only 97 stations scattered throughout mainland
China continue to observe DGSR (red squares in Figure 1). Quality‐controlled DGSR data were collected
from these 97 radiation stations during 2012–2015 (Shi et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2011). Therefore, we use
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the DGSR data during 2013–2014 to train and test the RF model. We also use the DGSR data in 2012 and
2015 to evaluate the model's hindcast and prediction performances, respectively.
2.2. Meteorological Data
The daily data set of basic meteorological elements of China's national surface meteorological stations (V3.0)
contains daily observations of basic meteorological elements measured at 2,474 major stations since January
1951. The main routine meteorological variables, including daily average barometric pressure, daily average
relative humidity, daily sunshine duration, daily mean air temperature, daily average wind speed, daily
maximum/minimum surface air temperature, daily evaporation capacity, and precipitation from 08:00 to
20:00 (local standard time [LST]), were collected from 2,379 meteorological stations. The spatial distribution
of the selected stations can be seen in Figure 1 (black dots), and information on the meteorological variables
is provided in Table 1. The quality control of the data set can be referred to in the procedures outlined by
Tang et al. (2011). In addition, the variable “evaporation” is directly excluded in this study, due to the lack
of observations at many stations.
3. RF Framework for Modeling DGSR
3.1. RF Model Design
The RF model is a popular and highly flexible machine learning algorithm and is capable of analyzing the
characteristic of the complex interaction of classification with good robustness for data with noise or missing
values (Chen et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Yang, Ye, et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2019). In particular, the RFmodel
has been widely used as a feature selection tool for high‐dimensional data for identifying variable impor-
tance (Xiao et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). Several previous studies using RF to predict DGSRmainly focused
on solar radiation at a single site or in a case study within a certain area of China (Sun et al., 2016). On the
contrary, for the whole of China, high‐density DGSR estimations from surface meteorological observations
are scarce. The flow chart for estimating DGSR with the RF algorithm is shown in Figure 2, including three
steps as follows:
1. Data matching and variable selection. The model training and testing data pairs are screened by data
quality control and spatiotemporal matching. Since each solar radiation station has overlapped with its
correspondingmeteorological station, spatial matching need not be considered. According to the variable
importance characteristics of the RF, the input variables to the RF model are selected and determined by
the backward selection method (see section 3.3 for details).
Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the 97 solar radiation observation stations (red squares) and 2379 China Meteorological
Administration stations (black dots).
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2. RF model building, training, and testing. RF has interpolation and extrapolation and spatial interpola-
tion functions (Hengl et al., 2018) when inputting the geoinformation parameters. Here, we use the
selected predicters and other variables (latitude, longitude, altitude, and day of year [DOY]) as the final
variables then train and test the model using the tenfold site‐based cross‐validation (CV) method. Data
pairs of solar radiation and other meteorological observations from 97 sites in 2013 and 2014 are used
to build, train, and test the final RF model in our study.
3. Model hindcast performance validation and high‐density DGSR network construction. The data for
2012 (2015) are used to assess the performance of the model hindcast (prediction). Meanwhile, the
DGSR at those meteorological sites with no solar radiation observations is estimated. Thus, the dis-
tribution of site solar radiation (DGSR network) across China can be acquired. Furthermore, the
ordinary kriging interpolation model is used to obtain the spatial distribution of grid‐scale DGSR
across China.
To evaluate the performance of the models and for consistency with previous validation studies ( Zou et al.,
2019; Yang, Ye, et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019), the tenfold CV method is used in our study and four statis-
tical metrics—the coefficient of determination (R2), root‐mean‐square error (RMSE), mean fractional bias
(MB), and correlation coefficient (R)—are used to measure the prediction performance. The four statistical
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List of Predictor Variables for Estimating DGSR
Variable Unit Selecteda Description
Geographical factors Longitude ° Y —
Latitude ° Y —
Altitude m Y —
Time factor DOY day Y Day of year
Estimated factor DGSR MJ/m2 Y Daily global solar radiation
Meteorological factors PRS‐mean hPa Y Daily average atmospheric pressure
PRS‐min hPa Y Daily minimum atmospheric pressure
RHU % Y Daily average relative humidity
SSD h Y Daily sunshine duration
SAT‐mean °C Y Daily mean surface air temperature
DTR °C Y Diurnal temperature range (SAT‐max minus SAT‐min)
WIN m/s Y Daily average wind speed
LST‐mean °C Y Daily mean land surface temperature
LST‐max °C Y Daily maximum land surface temperature
LST‐min °C Y Daily minimum land surface temperature
EVP mm N Daily evaporation capacity
PRS‐max hPa N Daily maximum atmospheric pressure
SAT‐min °C N Daily minimum surface air temperature
SAT‐max °C N Daily maximum surface air temperature
PRE‐2008 mm N Precipitation from 20:00 to 8:00
PRE‐0820 mm N Precipitation from 8:00 to 20:00
PRE‐2020 mm N Precipitation from 20:00 to 20:00
aY: Included in the reduced model after variable selection.
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where n denotes the number of sample points, xi represents the observed DGSR value of x for sample i, yi
represents the estimated DGSR value of y for sample i, and xi and yi represent the average of xi and yi,
respectively.
The steps of the tenfold CV method involve first dividing the data set into 10 equal parts. Nine of them are
used as training data sets to construct the RF model, and the remaining one is used as the validation data set
for verification. The process is repeated 10 times. Each set of samples is verified once, and the values of the
tenfold CV are averaged to obtain the final result.
3.2. Variable Selection
The optimal variable subset is extracted from the original variable set, so that the classification or regres-
sion model constructed by the optimal feature subset can achieve a prediction accuracy that is similar to,
or even better than, the previous variable selection (Genuer et al., 2010). One of the advantages in the RF
model is that it can measure the importance of each variable, so that the most important variable can be
selected for model construction. Using the RF algorithm, we first calculate the importance of all variables
Figure 2. Flowchart of the RF model for estimating DGSR.
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and sort them based on sequential backward selection. We then remove the least important variable and
repeat the above procedure until only one variable remains in the model. Finally, according to the
evaluation index of the RF model (here, R2 and RMSE) in each cycle procedure, the variable subset
with the least number of variables and the highest prediction accuracy is obtained as the result of
variable selection.
To obtain optimum parameters, we perform a sensitivity test and employ the tenfold CV method to test the
model estimation performance. In this process, the mean R2, RMSE, and the corresponding order in relative
variable importance after tenfold CV should be recorded. The process and results of variable selection are
shown in Figure 3 (note that Steps 15 and 16, where RMSE increases dramatically, are not shown in the fig-
ure). The best performance (i.e., highest R2 [0.884] and lowest RMSE [1.743 MJ/m2]) for the RF model
appears when the sixth variable is removed during variable selection, with 10 meteorological variables
remaining as predictors (SAT‐mean, RHU, DTR,WIN, PRS‐min, LST‐min, LST‐max, PRS‐mean, LST‐mean,
and SSD).
Finally, the input variables for the solar radiation model are the above 10 remaining meteorological vari-
ables, the latitudes, longitudes and altitudes of sites, and dummy variables (DOY). All these variables are
key predictors in the RF model to estimate spatiotemporal variations in solar radiation. In addition, we also
need to determine the twomost important parameters of the model itself, that is, the number of trees to grow
(Ntree) and the number of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split (Mtry). The default value
ofMtry is the square root of p in classification and p/3 in regression, where p is the number of all character-
istic variables (Liaw et al. 2002). Figure 4 shows the relationship between Ntree and R2/RMSE whenMtry is
equal to 5 (here, p/3 = 5). For instance, when Ntree is 500, R2 increases by 0.01, while RMSE is the smallest.




Table 2 lists the annual and seasonal statistical properties of the final modeling variables in the sample data
set. The DGSR ranges from 0.01–40.28 MJ/m2, with an annual mean and a standard deviation of 14.82 and
7.59 MJ/m2, respectively. The annual mean (standard deviation) of LST‐mean, LST‐max, LST‐min, PRS‐
mean, PRS‐min, RHU, SSD, SAT‐mean, WIN, and DTR are 15.18 (13.05), 32.74 (17.56), 6.25 (12.54),
913.98 (113.93), 911.19 (113.91), 61.13 (20.65), 6.53 (4.02), 12.09 (12.29), 10.99 (4.93), and 2.19 (1.25),
Figure 3. Predictive performance (CV R2 and RMSE) of the RF model during the variable selection process. Note that
Steps 15 and 16, where RMSE increases dramatically, are not shown in the figure. The predictor variables are removed
one at a time in the following order: (1) PRE‐2020, (2) PRE‐0820, (3) PRE‐2008, (4) SAT‐max, (5) SAT‐min, (6) PRS‐max,
(7) SAT‐mean, (8) RHU, (9) DTR, (10) WIN, (11) PRS‐min, (12) LST‐min, (13) LST‐max, (14) PRS‐mean, (15) LST‐mean,
and (16) SSD.
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respectively. The mean values for DGSR andmost selected meteorological variables (except PRS‐mean, PRS‐
min, WIN, and DTR) are the highest for summer, followed by spring and fall, and the lowest for winter. Due
to the large spatiotemporal variability of samples, the ranges of model input variables are also wide.
4.2. Variable Importance Contribution
Figure 5 illustrates the importance of input variables as predictors in the final RF model. SSD accounts for
47.37% of the overall variable importance and therefore is the most important to estimate solar radiation.
This is followed by another four dominant variables—namely, LST‐max, DOY, latitude, and LST‐mean, with
importance values of 17.75%, 8.16%, 5.04%, and 5.02%, respectively. The high importance of SSD to daily
solar radiation has also been identified in previous modeling studies (Chen et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2015,
2016). Note that SSD can also imply and contain the impacts of air pollution on DGSR (Wang et al., 2012,
2013). Moreover, the correlation coefficient (R) is also calculated, to investigate the relationships between
DGSR and SSD/LTS‐max/LTS‐mean (see Figure 6). Their R values are 0.8, 0.71, and 0.53, respectively, which
are consistent with the variable importance values. DTR, PRS‐mean, LST‐min, RHU, and altitude show rela-
tively low importance for estimating DGSR; their corresponding importance values are 2.63%, 2.50%, 2.21%,
2.07%, 1.84%, 1.82%, and 1.80%, respectively. In contrast, WIN and SAT‐mean have the lowest variable
importance, with importance values of 1.17% and 1.00%, respectively. In addition to meteorological vari-
ables, the DOY (seasonal effects) and latitude (geographical factor) are critical to estimate DGSR, consistent
with previous results (Li et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2016).
Figure 4. Relationship between Ntree and R2/RMSE when Mtry is equal to 5 for the RF model predicting the DGSR in
China.
Table 2
Descriptive Statistics of the Modeling Variables in the Training Data Set
Annual MAM JJA SON DJF
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
LST‐mean 15.18 13.05 16.86 9.20 27.74 6.42 14.91 10.02 0.97 9.70
LST‐max 32.74 17.56 37.05 14.13 46.70 11.81 31.44 13.49 15.40 14.04
LST‐min 6.25 12.54 6.19 9.59 17.86 6.31 6.79 10.26 ‐5.98 10.37
PRS‐mean 913.98 113.93 913.07 113.17 907.70 109.71 917.11 113.18 920.58 117.23
PRS‐min 911.19 113.91 909.78 113.07 905.33 109.85 914.49 113.19 917.63 117.19
RHU 61.13 20.65 53.86 23.27 66.46 18.54 64.70 18.29 59.45 19.55
SSD 6.53 4.02 7.08 4.18 7.19 4.43 6.21 3.80 5.57 3.38
SAT‐mean 12.09 12.29 13.32 8.84 23.16 5.57 12.68 9.29 −0.91 10.76
WIN 10.99 4.93 11.86 5.08 10.28 4.25 10.69 4.92 11.04 5.25
DTR 2.19 1.25 2.49 1.31 2.16 1.05 2.04 1.26 2.06 1.29
DGSR 14.82 7.59 17.56 7.48 19.28 7.52 12.62 6.00 9.58 4.72
Note. MAM: March, April, and May; JJA: June, July, and August; SON: September, October, and November; DJF:
December, January, and February; Std: Standard deviation.
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4.3. Predictive Performance
Figure 7a shows scatterplots of observed and estimated DGSR samples from the results of tenfold CV from
the RF model on the prediction of DGSR at 97 ground sites during 2013–2014. The R, RMSE, and MB values
of the model CV results are 0.95, 2.34 MJ/m2, and −0.04 MJ/m2, respectively. This indicates that the DGSR
estimated from the RF model is in good agreement with the actual observations over China during 2013 and
2014. Moreover, the R, RMSE, and MB between the observed and estimated DGSR at each site from 2013 to
2014 are shown in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively. In particular, 88 sites present R > 0.90 (accounting for
~91% of the total ground sites), while only 7 sites have 0.8 < R < 0.90. The smallest R is 0.76, also significant
at the 95% confidence level. The estimated DGSR shows high correlation with observed DGSR at each
ground site, indicating that the RF model has high predictive performance over China. For RMSE and
MB, except for Tacheng, Yan'an, and Hangzhou stations, which have large RMSE (absolute values of MB)
of 4.56 MJ/m2 (0.8 MJ/m2), 5.61 MJ/m2 (1.7 MJ/m2), and 4.97 MJ/m2 (1.8 MJ/m2), respectively, values are
small at all sites. In general, ~52 (73) sites present RMSE values of <2 (2.5) MJ/m2, and spatial differences
of RMSE are not evident over China. Higher values are mainly located in central and northern China, fol-
lowed by southern China, northwestern China, and the Tibetan Plateau. Lower values are in northwestern
China, except for the three sites mentioned above. Correspondingly, 87 sites, which account for 91% of all
sites, have MB values between −1 and 1. This result suggests that the deviation between estimated and
observed solar radiation data sets in China is small. Meanwhile, the geographical distributions in terms of
positive and negative MB present regional differences as follows: negative in northern China, the Tibetan
Plateau, and northwestern China, close to 0 in southern China, and positive in central China.
To further explore the effects of seasonal and regional differences on the predictions of RF models, the
seasonal and regional CV performances of the RF model are also summarized, in Table 3. The R values
are 0.95, 0.95, 0.96, and 0.95 in spring, summer, fall, and winter, respectively, suggesting that the RF
model performs well in estimating DGSR for all seasons. Both the RMSE and absolute values of MB
are also small. Nevertheless, the smallest (largest) RMSE values are found in winter (summer), which
may be related to the lowest (highest) values of DGSR. Negatively small MB values indicate predictive
values are slightly underestimated in all seasons. In general, the RF model has good predictive perfor-
mance for all seasons, demonstrating that the seasonal means of estimated DGSR are highly consistent
with observed DGSR.
Figure 5. Variable importance plot for the RF model estimating the DGSR in China.
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Based on the Chinese power transmission system (Li et al., 2017), seven subregions, representing the north-
eastern grid (a), the northwestern grid (b), the northern grid (c), the Tibetan grid (d), the central grid (e), the
eastern grid (f), and the southern grid (g), are used to evaluate the predictive performance of the RF model
across China. Table 3 also shows the statistical information for the predictive performance of the RF model
for these seven subregions, where high R values (0.94–0.96) and small RMSE (absolute values of MB) [2.02–
2.69 MJ/m2 (0.01–0.04 MJ/m2)] are observed. Slight positive MB values can be found in the northern,
Tibetan, and central subregions, while slight negative MB appears in the other subregions, where DGSR is
slightly underestimated. Generally, the predictive performance of the RF model is high and reasonably con-
sistent across the seven subregions of China, implying that DGSR can be estimated by the final RFmodel for
any region where DGSR observations are unavailable.
To comprehensively evaluate the performance of the RFmodel, the same training samples are used to estab-
lish other models for estimating DGSR, including a decision tree (DT) (Quinlan, 1986), BP neural network
(BP) (Wen et al., 2002), support vector machine (SVM) (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995), and multiple linear
Figure 6. Correlations among the DGSR and the meteorological variables. Colors indicate the Spearman's rank correla-
tion coefficient values.
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regression (MLR) (Zelterman, 2015). The samples from 2013 to 2014 are trained and predicted, and the
prediction performances of the five models are compared (see Table 4). The RF model produces the best
performance in estimating DGSR, with the highest R (0.95) and the smallest RMSE (2.34 MJ/m2),
followed by MLR, SVM, and BP, while DT has the lowest CV performance.
4.4. Model Hindcast Performance
Figures 7b and 7c show the RF‐estimated and the observed DGSR for all sites across China in 2012 and 2015.
The estimated DGSR presents good consistency with the observed DGSR, with a high correlation coefficient
of 0.95. The slope of the regression equation is 0.93, showing that the estimated DGSR is slightly smaller than
the observed DGSR. Therefore, we can expect that it is feasible to construct (predict) the historical (future)
DGSR through the RF model.
In addition, for evaluating the spatial hindcast performance of the RF model, Figure 9 shows the spatial dis-
tribution of the annual mean DGSR estimated by the RFmodel across China at the high‐density station scale
and 10‐km grid scale after kriging interpolation during 2013–2014, 2012, and 2015, respectively. Note that
grid‐scale DGSR is important to the inputs of climate reanalysis, numerical weather forecasting, and geogra-
phical and hydrological models. Figures 9a and 9b show that the annual average DGSR ranges from 6 to 26
MJ/m2, with a national‐average value of 15.55 MJ/m2 during 2013–2014. Spatial differences are evident
across China, indicating that the solar radiation intensity in northern China (western China) is higher than
that in southern China (eastern China). The spatial distributions of annual mean DGSR both in 2012 and
Figure 7. Scatterplots of CV results for the predictive performance of the RF model in predicting DGSR in (a) 2013–2014, (b) 2012, and (c) 2015 for 97 sites over
China.
Figure 8. (a) Spatial distributions of the CV correlation coefficient (R) between observed and estimated DGSR. (b) Spatial distributions of the RMSE and MB of
DGSR. The circle size (color shading) represents the RMSE (MB) values of the DGSR.
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2015 are highly consistent with that during 2013–2014 (see Figure 9), suggesting that the spatial pattern of
DGSR changes little year on year. Comparing the interpolation results with observations at stations
(Figures 9b, 9d, and 9f), the spatial distribution and magnitude of the annual observed and estimated
DGSR are highly consistent, suggesting that both the prediction and hindcast performance of the RF model
are relatively high. Therefore, it will be possible in future work to reconstruct high‐accuracy, high‐density,
and long‐term DGSR data sets by using the combined RF model and kriging model.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
5.1. Discussion
Many approaches have been developed to estimate surface solar radiation accurately (Khatib et al., 2012; Liu
et al., 2019; Olatomiwa et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017), which can be gen-
erally categorized as follows:
1. Estimation by semiempirical and semiphysical formulae with conventional meteorological parameters
(e.g., sunshine hour, cloud, temperature, and humidity) as inputs (Angstrom, 1924; Davies et al., 1975;
Thornton & Running, 1999; Bakirci, 2009; Besharat et al., 2013; Hassan et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2019). A
simple empirical model can be established with its coefficients varying with time and space, which need
to be calibrated using long‐term radiation observation data in certain areas.
2. Estimation by the artificial neural network method with meteorological observations (Jiang, 2009a;
Linares‐Rodriguez et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2013; Ramedani et al., 2014; Kashyap et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2016). The artificial neural network method requires a large number of samples to train the model
in a local area, and the trained model may not be applicable in other areas.
3. Retrieval by satellite‐based radiation (Ceballos, 2004; Liang et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2009; Lu et al.,
2010; Huang et al., 2011; Qin et al., 2011; Ma & Pinker, 2012; Jia et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014). The satel-
lite inversion method is relatively new. However, it is limited by a low sampling frequency, and it is dif-
ficult to produce time series data sets over long periods.
Table 3
Tenfold Cross‐Validation Results of the Random Forest Model in Different Seasons and in Different Subregions
N R RMSE (MJ/m2) MB (MJ/m2) Slope
MAM 16,500 0.95 2.40 −0.03 0.89
JJA 16,573 0.95 2.36 −0.02 0.89
SON 16,336 0.96 1.84 −0.06 0.89
DJF 16,142 0.95 1.53 −0.04 0.88
Northeastern grid 8,727 0.96 2.25 −0.03 0.91
Northwestern grid 17,480 0.95 2.52 −0.04 0.91
Northern grid 9,487 0.96 2.30 0.01 0.93
Tibetan grid 2,907 0.94 2.02 0.01 0.87
Central grid 10,853 0.95 2.50 0.03 0.89
Eastern grid 7,293 0.94 2.69 −0.04 0.88
Southern grid 8,734 0.95 2.05 −0.01 0.91
Whole China 65,481 0.95 2.34 −0.04 0.91
Note. MAM: March, April, and May; JJA: June, July, and August; SON: September, October, and November; DJF:
December, January, and February; N: number of samples; R: correlation coefficient; RMSE: root‐mean‐square error;
MB: mean prediction bias.
Table 4
Comparison of the Accuracies in Estimating DGSR Based on Different Models
Model R RMSE (MJ/m2)
DT (decision tree) 0.90 3.22
BP (BP neural network) 0.90 3.17
SVM (support vector machine) 0.92 2.85
MLR (multiple linear regression) 0.93 2.84
RF (random forest) 0.95 2.34
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4. Prediction by an atmospheric radiative transfer model or numerical prediction model (Yang et al., 2001,
2006; Mathiesen & Kleissl, 2011. Perez et al., 2013; Lorenz et al., 2016; Ruiz‐Arias et al., 2011). This model
simulation method has a solid physical basis, but the structure of the model is complex, and the input
parameters—including ozone thickness, aerosol content, atmospheric precipitation, and other vari-
ables—are difficult to obtain in real time.
Overall, the aforementioned methods need to input different parameters to estimated DGSR models and
then output different solar‐related products, while each method has its own advantages and disadvantages.
According to our results from other models (DT, BP, SVM, and MLR), RF is more suitable for DGSR pre-
dictions at a large scale with good performance and shows the importance of all input variables for esti-
mating DGSR at the national scale, which is consistent with previous work (Sun et al., 2016). Specifically,
10 meteorological variables, as well as the latitudes, longitudes and altitudes of sites, and dummy vari-
ables, are evaluated in our work as predictors to employ in RF models, indicating that daily sunshine
duration is the most important contributing factor in estimating DGSR, and daily maximum land surface
temperature and DOY also play crucial roles in determining DGSR across China. In summary, the present
work has built an RF modeling framework for estimating high‐density DGSR at the national level in
China, implying that high‐resolution DGSR data can be made available to effectively evaluate the long‐
term change and trend of solar radiation, and their causes, which will be reported separately in a
future publication.
6. Conclusion
The present study introduces the RF model, a popular and highly flexible machine learning algorithm, to
estimate solar radiation across China at the national scale. The estimated DGSR is in good agreement with
Figure 9. The high‐density station distribution (left‐hand panel) and 10‐km grid distribution (right‐hand panel) annual
mean DGSR estimated by the RF model over China in (a, b) 2013–2014, (c, d) 2012, and (e, f) 2015. The dots in the
right‐hand panel represent the corresponding observed annual mean DGSR at 97 ground sites. The units of DGSR are in
MJ/m2.
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site observations across China, with mean R, RMSE, and MB values of 0.95, 2.34, and −0.04 MJ/m2, respec-
tively. The geographical distributions of R, RMSE, and MB values at each ground site indicate that the RF
model has high predictive performance in estimating DGSR under different climatic and geographic condi-
tions across China. In addition, the RF model also presents good predictive performance for all seasons
across different regions where DGSR is not observed. Moreover, the importance of all the input variables
for the RF model for the estimation of DGSR indicates that daily sunshine duration, daily maximum land
surface temperature, and DOY play crucial roles in determining DGSR across China. Using the RF model,
both at the station and grid scale, it is possible to effectively evaluate the long‐term trend in solar energy
through reconstructing high‐spatial‐resolution DGSR data sets from high‐density meteorological stations
in China. It can also help to more strategically utilize and regulate solar energy on an ongoing basis as
one of the most important green energy resources in China. In addition, the estimated high‐spatial‐
resolution DGSR has the potential to be applied in other sectors in China, such as agriculture, ecology,
hydrology, and meteorology, to explore spatial details more accurately.
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